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CONVERGENCE IN KARMARKAR’S ALGORITHM
FOR LINEAR PROGRAMMING*
JOEL FRANKLIN,
Abstract. Karmarkar’s algorithm is formulated so as to avoid the possibility of failure because of
unbounded solutions. A general inequality gives an easy proof of the convergence of the iterations. It is
shown that the parameter value a 0.5 more than doubles the originally predicted rate of convergence. To
go from the last iterate to an exact optimal solution, an O(n 3) termination algorithm is prescribed. If the
data have maximum bit length independent of n, the composite algorithm is shown to have complexity
0(/’/4.5 log n).
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1. Introduction. This is an expository article. It is not intended to describe an
efficient implementation of Karmarkar’s algorithm, but rather to give a self-contained
mathematical description of its structure.
We will give a simple proof of the convergence of Karmarkar’s algorithm [10] for
linear programming. We will prove that for large problems the best choice for his
parameter alpha is not a 0.25 but a 0.5. The choice a 0.5 more than doubles the
rate of convergence. This point has been made by Blair [3] and Padberg [13]; see also
Anstreicher [1], Goldfarb and Mehrotra [6] and Kalantari [9].
In 2 we state an elementary inequality that provides the results on convergence.
The proof of the inequality is given in the Appendix.
In 3 we respond to the criticism by Michael Todd 15] that Karmarkar’s algorithm
may fail in certain cases. We show how to introduce an additional constraint that
removes the possibility of failure.
In 4 we give a self-contained description of Karmarkar’s algorithm.
In 5 we prove our theorem on the rate of convergence of Karmarkar’s algorithm,
and we derive an optimal value for Karmarkar’s parameter a.
In 6 we present an O(/13) termination algorithm. This algorithm starts with the
last Karmarkar iterate and it ends with an exact basic optimal solution. The algorithm
depends on the numerically stable QR orthogonalization and it is faster than the
well-known O(n 4) termination algorithms.
In 7 we estimate the complexity T(n) of the composite modified algorithm,
which produces an exact optimal solution in a finite number of steps. In his paper
[10], Karmarkar estimates T(n)= O(n3SL) if L is the total number of bits in the input.
If all the data are integers with absolute value <2 s, where s is independent of n, then
the number L may tend to infinity as fast as n 2 and Karmarkar’s estimate becomes
T(n) O(n55). We prove that the complexity is smaller: T(n) O(n 4"5 log n).
At any rate, Karmarkar’s algorithm surely works in polynomial time. By contrast,
as Klee and Minty showed in [12], the simplex algorithm may require exponential
time in ingeniously contrived examples. Khachian discovered the first algorithm [11]
that solves linear programming in polynomial time. Khachian’s algorithm seems to
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work badly in practice, while the simplex algorithm [5] continues to work well. Only
years of computing experience can show us the value of Karmarkar’s algorithm.
Eventually, it may become a preferred method for very large-scale linear programming.
2. An inequality. We consider a plane and a sphere:
2
2
x21+’’’+x,=p
xl+’" "+x, 1,
Call the intersection S. Assume n >-3.
If p2< l/n, the set S is empty. If p2= l/n, the set S is the single point with all
xi 1/n. If p2> 1/n, the set S is a sphere of dimension n- 2.
If p2= 1/(n- 1), the sphere S contains n points with zero coordinates. If p2>
1/(n- 1), the sphere S contains points with negative coordinates.
If 1 / n < p2 < 1 / n 1), the sphere S contains only points x with positive coordinates,
xi > 0. In this case we will write

(1)

2

p2=-1+
n n(n-1)

(2)

(0<a <1).

Then S is the (n- 2)-dimensional sphere described by the equations

(3)

Xl+...+x,=l,

xl-

+...+ x,-

=a2r

-

(0<a<l),

where r 2= 1/(n(n-1)). The parameter a governs the convergence of Karmarkar’s
algorithm. From now on we will suppose 0 < a < 1, or 1/n < p2 < 1/(n 1).
We will use those points on S for which one coordinate x takes one value, u,
and all the other coordinates xs take another value, v. The two values u and v must
satisfy the equations

(4)

u+(n-1)v= 1,

u2+(n-1)v2=p 2.

If we eliminate u and solve the quadratic equation for v, we get the solution pairs

(5)

a),
ux -(1
/’/

/)1

(6)

u2=-(1 +a),

v2

n

1+
/I--

1-

where 0 < a < 1, according to the definition (2).
THEOREM 1. For n>-3 we define the sphere S by (1), where n-l<p2<(n-1)
Assume that a given function g(t) has a convex derivative for 0< <2In. Then, if the
point x has coordinates x,

-.

min Y’, g(xi)

(7)

xS i=1

and

(8)
where the pairs

max
xS i=1

ui, vi

are

-

g(ul) (/’/-- 1)g(D1)

g(x,)= g(u2)+(n- 1)g(v2),

defined by (5) and (6).
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The proof of the theorem appears in the Appendix.
Example" an inequality. In our analysis of Karmarkar’s algorithm, we will set
g(t) Int. Then formula (7) yields this inequality on S"

(9)

+(n-1)ln

lnxi>=ln

+n(n-1)

i=1

Here 0< a < 1, and the coordinates

Y’. xi

xl,"" ",

E

l

x,, satisfy

xi-

n(n-1)

3. Linear programming in projective coordinates. We begin with a linear program
in inequality form"

(1)

cTx

x>-O,

Ax>-b,

min.

Here A is an m x n matrix. We will assume that b and c are not both zero. We will make
no assumption about the rank of A. For instance, as the extreme case of degeneracy,
we could let A be the zero matrix.
The dual program is
y TA <-- c

(2)

,

b ry

y >-- O,

max.

The duality theorem of linear programming states that the problem (1) has an optimal
solution x if and only if the dual problem (2) has an optimal solution y, with

CTx=bTy.

(3)

We restate the optimality condition (3) and the feasibility conditions in the primal
and dual problems as follows"

(4)

cTx--bTy--O,

-Ax+u=-b,

ATy+v-- c,

x, y, u, v>--_O.

Here we have introduced slack vectors u and v. The original problem (1) has an optimal
solution if and only if the problem (4) has a solution (a feasible solution).
In his article 15] Michael Todd points out that Karmarkar’s algorithm might fail
if the program has an unbounded set of solutions. But, as Papadimitriou and Steiglitz
point out in their book 14], it is easy to give a bound for the basic feasible solutions;
and we know that a program has a feasible solution only if it has a basic feasible solution.
In the program (4) suppose that all basic feasible solutions must have components
with sum less than or equal to the bound/3; see formula (21). Then we append to (4)
the equation

(5)

xj+Y y,+E u,+ vj+to=,

where to-> 0 is a new slack variable. The augmented program (4), (5) cannot have an
unbounded feasible set and so Karmarkar’s algorithm must work for the augmented
program.
Let z be the vector with the components xj, y, u, v, to, so z has 2(m+ n)+ 1
components. Let g be the vector whose 1 + m + n + 1 components appear on the
right-hand sides of the equations in (4) and (5). Then the problem (4), (5) has the form

(6)

Mz g,

z >= O,
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where M is the composite matrix

M

(7)

cT

_b T

0

-A

0

I

0
0

0
0

0
1""1

Ar

0
1""1

In

O"

1"’1

1""1

1

This matrix has m + n + 2 rows and 2(m + n) + 1 columns. Because we have assumed
that c and b are not both zero, the rows of M are linearly independent. We shall need
this independence to implement Karmarkar’s algorithm.
We have proved that the original linear program (1) has an optimal solution if and
only if the problem Mz g, z >-_ O, has a feasible solution. The matrix M has independent
rows, and the set offeasible solutions z is either empty or bounded.
We will convert the feasibility problem (6) into an optimality problem with a
known feasible solution. Define
1 for all j. Introduce a new unknown h and
consider the problem

zy

h(g-Mz)+Mz=g, h_->0, z_>0,

(8)

h=min.

.

This problem has an optimal solution with minh 0 if and only if the problem (6)
has a feasible solution z. Also, the problem (8) has the feasible solution

(9)

h =1,

z=z

The new problem (8) involves a matrix M1 whose first column is g-Mz and
whose remaining columns are the columns of M. Since the rows of M are independent,
we have rank M1 rank M m + n + 2.
Finally, we introduce homogeneous coordinates and map the unbounded orthant
h _-> 0, z _-> 0 into a simplex, which is bounded. If we replace the coordinates h and zj
by h//x and zj/lz, we get the homogeneous system

h(g-Mz)+Mz-lzg=O, A>_-0, z_>0, /z_->0.
(10)
Now we normalize the coordinates by requiring
(11)
and once again we state the optimality condition

(12)

h =min.

We will use the letter P to designate the linear programming problem defined by formulas

(10), (11), (12).

,

.

The problem P has 2m + 2n + 3 unknowns: h, Zl,
We get a first
z,,+n+,
these
solution
all
where
N
unknowns equal to 1/N,
2m + 2n + 3.
by setting
feasible
We now assert that the problem P has the optimal value h 0 if and only if the
problem (8) has optimal value h 0. This we prove as follows.
Suppose h 0 in (8). Then we get an optimal solution to problem P by assigning
the values

z := z/(1 + z),

(13)
with min h

0 in (12).

Conversely, suppose h

(14)
(15)

tz := 1/(1 +Y zj),

0 in problem P. Then formulas (10) and (11) become

Mz-/xg=0,

z->0, /z_>0,
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Can/z 0? No, for then we should have
(16)
Mz=0,
z->0,

zj= 1.

This we have made impossible by introducing the last row of l’s in the definition (7)
of the matrix M. (We must introduce that last row; otherwise, Todd’s criticism 15] is

valid.)
Let us summarize the work of this section. We begin with a linear program in
inequality form

Ax >- b,

(17)

x >- 0,

c

rx

min.

We assume only that the vectors b and c are not both zero. We relate this program to
the problem P in formulas (10), (11), (12). This problem has the form

/=0, j=l, _->0, r=min.
(18)
In this problem the rows of the matrix / are linearly independent, and r=
0). We know that a vector o with identical coordinates is feasible. We know
(1, 0,

,

that the set of feasible solutions is bounded and we know that all feasible satisfy
0. Also, we know that min T 0 if and only if the original problem (17) has
an optimal solution x. In this case the components of x and of the optimal dual
solution, y, are found by dividing the corresponding components of by its last
component,/z, which must be positive. Then, of course, the minimum cost is found
by computing CTX or b
A note on the bound [3. We made sure that/z was positive by introducing a bound
/3 in (5). Let us give an explicit value for/3. Suppose the data are scaled and rounded
so that all the coefficients a u, b, c are integers. Let us consider any basic solution of
(4). If A is the determinant of the basis, it must satisfy an inequality

:->

y.

1 =<

(19)

IAI

1,12... lm+n+l,

where 11,/2," ", are the lengths of the columns in the basis. Every positive component
of a basic solution of (4) is a quotient A’/A, where the determinant A’ also satisfies a
Hadamard inequality. Let/max be the greatest of the column lengths in the system (4),
including the right-hand column. Then every component of a basic solution has absolute
value

IA’/zxl -max]m+n+l

(20)

and so the sum of the positive basic components has the upper bound

=(m+n+l)l m+n+

(21)

This bound may be a very large number, though it is smaller than the bound given
by Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [14, p. 30]. If fl is too large, its use in (5) may cause
round-off errors in single-precision calculations. But usually (5) is superfluous, because
most linear programs have unique optimal primal and dual solutions. We seldom have
to worry that the sets of optimal solutions may be unbounded.

4. Karmarkar’s algorithm. We consider a linear programming problem that has
been reduced to projective form"

Ax-O, x=l, x_>0, crx-minimum.

(1)

Here A is an m x n matrix with rank m and we know that c Tx >-0 for all feasible x.
We are given a first feasible solution x with components
n). We
1/n (j-- 1,.
may suppose c > 0.

rx

x

.,
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crx

If min
x (k) satisfying

0 in (1), the purpose of the algorithm is to construct a feasible solution

cx =2 -q,

(2)

crx(O)

where q is a given positive integer. The algorithm prescribes an upper bound for the
number of iterations, k, required to achieve the inequality (2). If this inequality fails
after k iterations, the algorithm deduces that min c is positive.
In 5 we will discuss how to prescribe an upper bound for k. In the present
section we will simply call the prescribed upper bound k max. In 6 we will briefly
discuss how to get an exact optimal solution x* from an approximate optimal solution

rx

X (k).

The algorithm uses a parameter a, with 0< a < 1. In
choose a.
The algorithm will compute and use certain matrices

5 we will discuss how to

eT

Here A is the given m x n matrix with rank m; D is a diagonal matrix with n positive
components; and e T is a row of n l’s. A is fixed, but the matrix D varies from one
iteration to the next, namely,
D D (k)-- diag (xk),
X(nk)).
(k)
Thus, the kth iterate x equals D(k)e.
The matrix AD has rank m because A has rank m and D has an inverse. The m

(4)

rows of AD are independent of e T, because x
e Tx

1,

x (k) satisfies

ADx O.

Therefore, the m + 1 rows of B are linearly independent. Therefore, the matrix BB T
has an inverse. This is true for each B B (k) (k--0, 1, 2,...).
Now we will show how to go from X:=X (k) to X:--X (k+l). We start with
X

()

n-le a.
(i) Form the diagonal matrix
D diag (Xl, X2,

, Xn).

(ii) Set

(iii) Define y to be the solution of the problem
yl +" "+ y=(ar) 2,
crDy=maximum.
By=O,
(5)
Here r is the distance from the point a with all ai 1/n to the boundary of the simplex
x->0, Yxj= 1; namely, r=(n(n-1)) -1/-. The parameter a is fixed between 0 and 1;
say a 0.25 or, as we shall recommend, a 0.5.
(iv) Set z=a-y and now define the new iterate x:= x (k/l) by the projective
transformation

(6)

.h,

(k+l)

d, zi

Y:l dz

(i= l,

n).
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In step (iii) the solution is found by using
h and vector u we require

Lagrange multipliers. For some scalar

De h y + B TU.

(7)

Since By- 0 we can eliminate u to obtain

[I- BT(BBT)-IB]Dc.
Now we choose the positive value A that makes Y’, y,2. a2r2.

(8)

Ay

This completes the description of the iterative transformation x(k)-")X (k+l). For
efficient implementation, much more is required than to write the formulas. We will
not discuss efficient implementation in this paper.
The iterations stop when x x (k) meets the required convergence check

cTx<=2-q(cTx )

(9)

or when k k max. If k reaches k max before the convergence check is passed, we
may deduce that the linear program (1) has no solution with min cTx=O. In 5,
formula (37), we will show that if a =0.5, we may define k max [2.2589nq].
This is a better result than Karmarkar’s Theorem 1 [10, p. 379], which states" "In
O(n(q+log n)) steps the algorithm finds a feasible point x such that c’x<-_2-qcT"ao.
(His ao equals our x.)
Speed of computation. Most of the computing time is spent in formula (8) evaluating
y. Each evaluation requires O(n 3) arithmetic operations. We shall require at most
k max evaluations.
We will show that we may choose a to make k max O(nq), yielding a cumulative
number O(n4q). In Karmarkar’s modified algorithm, we can reduce this number to
O(n 35q). Our improved value for a will apply both to the original form and to the
modified form of Karmarkar’s algorithm.
We have written o(naSq) instead of O(n 3"5) for a reason" the integer q may have
to depend on n. We will consider this point in 7.

5. Convergence of the iterations. Following Karmarkar, we discuss the problem
in the form

Ax=O,

(1)

xj=

l, x>=O,

cTx=min.

j=l

We have an initial feasible solution x at the center of the simplex
o

(2)

1
n

xj

1, x-> 0:

(j=l,...,n).

xj=aj=-

We assume that c rx> 0 and that c’x *= 0 for a basic optimal solution x*.
If x k) is the kth iterate, we form x k+) as follows. We form the diagonal matrix
D with positive diagonal elements

dii=xk)>o (i=l,’’’,n).

(3)
Setting e T= (1, 1,.

(4)
so that x

(5)

., 1), we make the change of variable
x

x k if z

Dz

(eTDz"---,

a. We now require

ADz=O,

e Tz

1.
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(The projective transformation (4) maps the simplex into itself.)
We now pick

(6)

so that

cTD=min {cTDz: ADz=O, eTz 1, Iz--a[ ar},

where r is the distance from the center of the simplex to its boundary, namely
r=(n(n-1)) -1/2. The purpose of the following analysis will be to choose an optimal
value for the parameter a between 0 and 1. (We will finally choose a =1/2.)
Having picked by the rule (6), we use the change of coordinates (4) to determine
the new feasible solution:

(7)

X

D

(k+l)

erD

.,

k
where D D ( diag (x,.
x,).
On p. 379 of his paper 10], Karmarkar defines the logarithmic metric

(8)

ln(CrX.

f(x)=

\ Xj /

j=l

The purpose of the iterations is to drive f(x k) to
proof the following result.
THEOREM (Karmarkar). For the problem (1),

(9)

fl,=a

n-1

--cx3.

On his p. 384 he completes a

if 0 < a < 1, define

8" In (1 + a)-

1-1---"

Then the successive iterates satisfy

(10)

f(x k+’) <-- f(x k) 6,,.

For large n the decrement 6, tends to the limit
2

(11)

6*=ln (l+a)1-ce

and this limit takes its maximum value near a

(12)

0.25"

6"=0.1391 ifa =0.25.

Thus, Karmarkar suggests 0.25 as a good choice for his parameter a. We shall,
instead, suggest a 0.5 because of the following result.
THEOREM 2. For the problem (1), if 0 < a < 1, define
n-1

+(n-1)ln 1+

n-1

+In(I-a).

Then the successive iterates satisfy

(14)
f(x k+l) <=f(x k 8 a ).
For large n the decrement en( a tends to the limit
(15)
e*(a) 2a +ln (l-a)
and this limit takes its maximum value at a
e* 0.30685
(16)

0.5"

ifa

0.5.

Comparison for finite n. For fixed a, the decrement en(a) in (13) is a decreasing
function of n. By contrast, Karmarkar’s decrement 8, (a) in (8) is an increasing function
of n. Therefore, for all n,

(17)

6,(0.25) < 0.1391 <0.30685< e,(0.5).
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Proof of Theorem

2. If x* is a basic optimal solution to the program (1), then

(18)

(n-1)r

n

since the right-hand side is the greatest distance from the center a to the boundary of
the simplex Xl +" + x, 1, x => 0. If z* is related to x* by the projection (4), then z*
lies on the boundary of the same simplex, and so

(19)

Iz*-al<-(n-1)r.

crx

*= O, we have crDz *= O. Now we draw the line segment from the
Assuming
center a to the point z*. This segment intersects the sphere ]z- al ar at the point

zl=(1-O)a+Oz *

(20)
where

(21)

tr

fir

,
iz

a-----= (n- 1)r

0

>=

n-1

Then we deduce

cTDzI<=(I_ a)

crDz=(l_O)crDa+OcrDz,

(22)

The point

Z

satisfies the constraints

rz

(23)
Since

ADz O,
e
1,
Iz-al--r.
was picked in (6) to minimize crDz under these constraints, (22) implies

crD.<=crDzl<=(1

(24)

a

n

)

1 cTDa"

Using the change of coordinates (4) in the definition (8), we find

f(x)

r
Dz
In c
djjzj
j=l

or

(25)

f(x) n ln(crDz)-

Applying this formula for z

and z

f(x k+l) n In

-

In zjj=l

In d.ij.

j=l

a, we get

(erDa)- In

(26)

In djj,

f(xk)= n ln (crDa)- ln aj- ln djs.
But we know

cTD:<(1

n--1

c TDa

and

so if we subtract in (26), we get

(27)

(

f(x k+) f(x k) <- n In 1

a

n-1

-lnaj=nlnn,
lnzj-nlnn.

.
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Now all we need is a lower bound for In We can get a lower bound from
our Theorem 1, since the function In has a convex derivative. Since satisfies

(28)
formula (9) in

(29)

z-

and

z=l

n(n- 1)’

2 gives the inequality

lnz>=ln(1-a)+(n-1)ln

1+

-nlnn.

n-

If we subtract this inequality from the inequality (27), we get

n-1-(n-1)ln l+n_l

-In(I-a).

Here the right-hand side is -e and we have proved the asseion (14).
As nweget
lim e()=2 +ln (1-) e*()

(31)

and now calculus gives min e*(a)= e*(0.5) 0.30685.
It remains only to show that e, is a decreasing function of n. To do this, we write
e, in the form
n-1

+(n-l) In 1+

a

n-1

-In 1n-1

)]+In(I-a)

and so
e, =-ln

(1-)
a

n-1

+2

1

O

2k+l

=o2k+l (n-l)

2k+ln(1-a)"

This expression decreases as n increases and so we have finished the proof of Theorem
2 (see Padberg [13]).
COROLLARY. If a-’1/2, the costs of the iterates in Karmarkar’s algorithm tend to
zero as follows:

cx

(3

-

(cxl

(k

,,

.

This result holds for all problem sizes n. (The ratio 2/e 0.73576.)
so that the initial iterate x has identical
Proof. We have set the problem up
coordinates
1/n. Since the iterate x ( also has positive coordinates with unit sum,
we know

x

In

(33)
j=l

xJ

k)

In xjo n In

__<
j=l

1
n

by the inequality of the geometric and arithmetic means.
In Theorem 2 we proved

f(x k+’) <=f(xk)
> e*= 1-1n 2, according to formula (15). So we deduce, for a =0.5,
where e,(0.5)_

(34)

f(xk) <- f(x) ke* f(x) + k ln

().
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By definition,

In x) k),

f(x k) n In (CTrxk)--

f(x ) n In (c rx)

j=l

In xj.0
j=l

Subtracting and using the inequality (33), we get
f(xk)--f(x ) >-- n[ln (cTx k)) -ln (cTx)].
(35)

NOW (34) yields

(36)
which proves the asserted inequality (32). This proves the corollary.
Finally, we recall that we wish to achieve an inequality cTxk<--2-q(cTx ) in at
most k k max steps. We used the integer k max in our description of the algorithm
in 4. Now we can define k max.
We shall have cTx(k)<=2-qcTxO when k satisfies

In cTx(k)--ln cTxO<=--q In 2.
Now (36) says this will be true when k satisfies

or, equivalently,

In 2
k >= nq
l-In2

(37)

2.25889 nq.

Therefore, we may define k max [2.2589 nq ].
6. An O(n a) termination algorithm. Karmarkar’s iterative method applies to a
linear program set up in the form

(1)

Ax O,

e

rx

1,

x >= O,

crx

min

where we know that the minimum cost c T"x * equals zero and we are only looking for
an optimal vector x*. We prescribe a large integer q and the iterations stop when we
obtain an iterate x k) that satisfies
x(k)> O,
cTx (k) 2-qcTx O.
(2)

For practical purposes the criterion (2) may be sufficient. If 2 -q is less than the
unavoidable roundott error in fixed-precision calculation, it makes no sense to keep
on computing after we have achieved cx < 2 -q.
Let us assume, instead, that all arithmetic operations are exact. We want to compute

x* in polynomial time.
We will suppose that all the coefficients aij, c2 in the problem (1) are integers. Let
us rewrite the problem in the form
Bx=g, x>-O, cx=min (known to be zero).
(3)
We suppose B is an m x n matrix with rank m. We begin with xk> 0 satisfying (2),
an exact solution

,

r:

and we look for an optimal basic solution x satisfying c
0.
First we will show how to prescribe q so that any basic feasible solution x satisfying
c Tx <= 2-q(cTx ) must be optimal. This has been done before; see Aspvall and Stone
[2] and Gr6tschel, Lovisz and Schrijver [8].
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As we observed before, every m x m determinant formed from m columns of the
matrix B must satisfy a Hadamard inequality

IAI

(4)

(/max) m,

ll’’"

where 11
Im are the lengths of the columns of A and where /max is the maximum of
the lengths of the columns of B. Pick q so large that

(5)

2-q

TxO) < lmax) -m.

rx

Since all bij, cj are integers, Cramer’s rule implies that the cost c of a basic feasible
solution must be a rational number with some denominator h satisfying (4). So if (5)
holds and if c <-_ 2-q(cTx0), we must have c
O. Then x is the required basic optimal
solution x*.
So the problem reduces to finding any basic feasible solution x* with cost

rx

rx

crx* <= c Tx(k) <= 2-q( c TxO).

(6)

As Aspvall and Stone observed in [2], it is surely possible to go from a feasible
solution x to some better basic feasible solution x* in O(mn 3) arithmetic operations.
If m/n does not tend to zero, we have 0(//4) operations. But tl 4 may be too big for
us if we wish to use Karmarkar’s modified algorithm, which gives us the feasible
solution x (k) in O(n3Sq) operations. For this reason we will now discuss a termination
algorithm that takes us from X (k) to in O(n 3) operations.
We begin by assigning x := x k), a feasible solution of the linear program (3), for
which we know that the set of feasible solutions is bounded (see 3).
By the use of successive Householder reflections, we perform a QR transformation
on the matrix B

r:

This process is described in the book by Golub and van Loan, [7, p. 148]. This process
requires 0(/13) arithmetic operations and we will do it only once. The result is an n x n
orthogonal matrix Q and an m x m right-triangular matrix R, whose diagonal elements
are positive because the m x n matrix B is known to have rank m. In (7) the zero
matrix O has n-m rows and m columns. Since (7) implies BQ=[R oT], we deduce
that the last//-m columns of Q provide a basis for the null space of B.
In general, if x is any feasible solution of our program (3), we will say that x
n} such that xj >= 0 for j e J and xj 0
depends on the set J if J is a subset of {1,
for j in the complement J’. (Thus xj may be zero if j e J, but must be zero if j e J’.)
the null set.
We begin with x := x k > 0. So we begin with J { 1,
n} and J’
At any stage, if we have a feasible solution x that depends on J, suppose we have
a basis zl,
z for the linear space

,

,

,

,

,

{z" Bz 0, and z depends on J}.

(8)

z"-" are the last n-m columns of Q.
Initially, s n-m and zl,
Starting with x, if s > 0 we will construct a new feasible solution that depends on
a smaller index set J, with equal or smaller cost. Assign z := z s. If cTz < 0, assign z := --z.
Now we have c => 0. Set

rz

(9)

h=min{xj/z/z ) 0}.
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(Some zj must be positive; otherwise x-crz, or--> +oe, would provide an unbounded
set of feasible solutions.) If the minimum A is achieved for j r, assign
J:=J-{r},

x:=x-Az,

ZJ:=Z--(Z/Zr)Z

(10)

forj:= 1 to s-- 1,

s:=s-1.

cz

Since A _-> 0 and
>= O, the new feasible x has cost less than or equal to the
previous cost. The size of J has been reduced by 1. The new set {z} provides a basis
for the new space {z: Bz =0, and z depends on J}.
We repeat this procedure until s 0. Then x is the required basic feasible solution
* =0.
x* with cost cx*-<the initial cost
Then if (5) holds, we must have
Our termination algorithm begins with a single O(n ) QR transformation. Then
for s := n-m down to 1 the algorithm performs the assignments (9) and (10). Each
of these assignments requires O(ns) O(n ) arithmetic operations. Therefore, the entire
termination algorithm requires O(n ) arithmetic operations.
7. The complexity of Karmarkar’s algorithm. We have shown how to reduce the
standard minimum problem of linear programming to the form

cx

(1)

Ax O,
j=l

x

.

cx

x >= O,

1,

cTx =min.

Here A is an m x n matrix with rank m and we know the initial feasible solution x
with identical coordinates
1/n. We assume c Tx> O.
If the original standard minimum problem has an optimal solution, then the
problem (1) has the optimal value cTx *= O. We will now estimate the total number of
arithmetic operations required to compute an exact optimal solution x*.
If we prescribe q > 0, Karmarkar’s iterative algorithm computes a sequence of
feasible solutions xl,
,x k. Each of the k iterations requires O(n 3) arithmetic
operations. The final iterate satisfies

x

.

cTxk<--__2-qcTx
(2)
In 5 we showed that if a 0.5, it suffices to take
k k max= [2.2589nq].
(3)

We must now ask how large q should be.
To go from the approximate optimal solution x to an exact solution x*, we must
know that any-basic feasible solution x must be optimal if it has cost c Tx <-crx k.
Knowing this, we can produce the basic optimal solution x x* from the feasible
solution X k by using the O(n 3) termination algorithm described in 6.
In the following analysis, we assume that all the coefficients ai, cj in (1) are integers.
Then the number of bits in the input is approximately equal to the exponent L defined
by the equation

(4)

2L=( 1 fi (lqlaijl)) (l+lc;[).
i=

j=l

j=l

A basic solution x solves a nonsingular system of m / 1 linear equations whose
coefficients are integers. If A is the determinant of this system, we have the crude upper
bound

(5)

IAI--< 1-I

lI (1 + lail).

i=lj=l
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Furthermore,

(6)

0<

cx = n

-1
j=l

j=l

From the last three formulas, we deduce

0<[A[c x<2

(7)

Our basic feasible solution x satisfies
O CrX

(8)
If we prescribe q

cTx k

2-qcTx

.

L, we deduce
0<= cTx <IA1-1,

(9)

x

But c is a rational number with denominator A. Therefore c Tx 0 and x equals the
required optimal solution x*.
So it suffices to prescribe q L. Then we can compute an exact optimal solution
x* in O(n4L) arithmetic operations. By using Karmarkar’s modified algorithm [6,
p. 388], we can reduce this number to O(n3SL).
A different analysis. In the preceding analysis we looked at the total bit-length of
the input. In the definition (4) of L we implicitly allowed the coefficients ao, c to have
very different sizes. Let us now suppose that all these integers are at most s-bit numbers"

lanai < 2 ",

(10)

Icl < 2

where s is independent of n, say s =64. We will now estimate the computational
complexity as a function of n alone.
As before, we must obtain upper bounds for c Tx and IAI. The first is easy:

cTx

(11)

It is also easy to get a bound for

n

-

Cj <2
j=l

.

IAI. Hadamard’s inequality gives

(12)
IAI < 2"(m + 1) "+’)/2.
(Remember, A is a determinant of order m + 1; the last row has all components equal
to 1.)
Now choose q (m + 1)s + 1/2(m + 1) lg (m + 1). Then the last two formulas imply
2-cx < lal
(13)
Now formula (8) implies
0 <= cTx <= 2-qcTx < IAI
(14)

-

-.

rx

As before, we deduce c
0; and the basic solution x is the required optimal solution
X*.
In this analysis, according to (3), the number of iterations is

(15)

k max= O(nq)

O(n 2 log n).

Multiplying k max by r 3, we obtain this estimate for the complexity:

(16)
T(n) O(n log n).
As before, by using Karmarkar’s modified algorithm we can reduce this number to
O(n 4"5 log n).
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Comparison. Is the estimate n log n smaller or bigger than the original estimate,
we assumed more.
Indeed, formula (10) gives at most the bit-length

n4L? It should be smaller, because in formula (10)

m + 1) ns

L mns + ns

(17)

as we see from the definition (4). With s fixed, L may go to infinity as fast as n 2 and
so the original estimate O(n4t) becomes O(/’/6). For the modified algorithm the estimate

O(n3SL) becomes O(n55).
Appendix. Here we complete 2 with further examples and with a proof of
Theorem 1.
Further examples. The function g(t)= p has a convex derivative if p-<0 or if
p _-> 1. Then we deduce

(10)

xP <=u+(n-1)v

UPl +(n-1)vl <i=1

for all points x on $.
If 0 < p < 1 the function
inequalities:

(11)

p

has a convex derivative and so we deduce the opposite

ut+(n-1)v <-

xPi <=u+(n-1)vv.
i=1

In these inequalities u < v while u2 > v.
Proof of the theorem. We have assumed that g’(t) is convex. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that g’(t) is strictly convex:

(12)

g’((1-O)tl+Ot2)<(1-O)g’(tl)+Og’(t)

for 0 < 0 < 1, 0 < ( 2 ( 2/ft. If g’(t) is convex but not strictly convex, we define the
function g(t)= g(t)+ et Now g’(t) is strictly convex if e >0. If the inequalities (7)
and (8) are proved for g(t), they follow by continuity for g(t) if we let e -0. So from
now on we shall assume strict convexity (12).
For all x on S the coordinates x satisfy

a.

(13)

1 a
1 a 2
0<---=< x,_-<-+-<

(i= 1,..., n),

so the coordinates xi range in a closed subinterval of the open interval 0< < 2/n,
where g(t) is differentiable and hence continuous.
For x on S, let g(xi) take its minimum value at x a. We assert that the coordinates
ai take just two distinct values. (They cannot all take the same value because we have
assumed /9 2 > n-.)
To prove the assertion, assume that some three of the coordinates were different,
say a < a2 < a3. Define the partial sums

(14)

al + a2 + a3

-

Sl,

a + a2 + a3

S1,

Xl -]- X2 + X3

2

2

2

2

s2,

and look at the three equations
X

(15)

-I" X2

X

2

g(xl) + g(x2) + g(x3) A,

for A in the neighborhood of Ao g(al) + g(a) + g(a3).

S2,
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If h ho, the system (15) has the solution X al, x2- a2, x3--a3. To show that
the system remains solvable if we vary h in the neighborhood of ho, and hence that
ho is not the minimum value, it suffices to prove that the Jacobian determinant is
nonzero. For xi ai the Jacobian determinant is

J=

(16)

1

1

1

2al

2a2

2a3

g’(al) g’(a2) g’(a3)
Since we assume

a < a2 < a3, we may write

(17)

(0< O< 1).
If we subtract 1- 0 times the first column of J from the second column and then

(1-O)al+Oa3=a2

subtract 0 times the last column from the second column, we get
0
1
1
J= 2al 0 2a3
(18)

g’(a3)

g’(a)
where

6 g’((1 O)a + Oa3)-(1 O)g’(a)- Og’(a3).
(19)
Now the strict convexity of g’(t) implies 6 < 0 and we compute
J= -2(a3-al)6>O.
(20)

This completes the proof that the coordinates

of the minimizing point a cannot take three

or more distinct values.

So the coordinates a take exactly two distinct values, u # v. We now assert that
one coordinate takes the smaller value, and the other n 1 coordinates take the larger value.
To prove this, consider any three coordinates a that are not identical, say

(21)

al=u,

a2=a3=v withu#v.

Then we must show u < v.
Define the partial sums

(22)

al + a2 + a3

We assume u > O, v > O, u

a

+ 2V S1,
a2 + a + =//2 + 2/)2= $2
v. If s and s2 are fixed, these equations have two solution
U

pairs"

(23)

u,

I(Sl-2A),

and

(24)

u=k(s +2a),

/.)2

1/2($1 A),

where

(25)

A=

(3s2- s)

(Here 352-s2> 0 because u # v in (22).)
Now we must compare the partial sums
g(ul) + 2g(v,) and g(u2) + 2g(v2)
(26)
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and pick the smaller value to minimize g(al)+g(a2)+g(a3), and hence to minimize

g(a)+. .+g(a,).
Looking at the formulas (23), (24), we see expressions of the form

(27)

Ul

2h,

v

+ h,

u2

+ 2h,

/)2

h

where 0 < 2h < t. We will now prove that

(28)

g(t-2h)+2g(t+h)<g(t+2h)+2g(t-h),
which implies that we must pick the first pair (u < Vl), and not the second pair
to minimize g (ai).
To prove (28) we use the strict convexity of the derivative g’. We have
g’( + b < 1/2[g’( + h + + g’( h + dp )].
(29)
If we integrate this inequality for -h < b < h, we get
h

g’(t + b dqb
-h

U2 >

/)2),

<’ f_:h g’(t + b) ddp
1

2h

or

g(t + h)-g(t- h)< 1/2[g(t + 2h)-g(t-2h)].

(30)

This proves the assertion (28).
We have now completed a proof of the assertion (7), which states that the
coordinates of a minimizing point a must have the form ai ul for one i, aj v for
all j # i, where ul </)1.
It remains to prove the assertion (8) for a maximizing point x b. The proof is
exactly like the proof of the assertion (7) for a minimizing point x a. First we show
that the coordinates b take exactly two values, u # v. We then show that if any one
coordinate equals u and any two other coordinates equal v, then we must choose
u u2> v v2 in order to maximize the partial sum g(u)+ 2g(v) under the constraints
(22). This result follows, as before, from the inequality (28), and so the theorem is

proved.
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